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Abstract
We readdress the question of whether any universal upper bound exists on
the square mass m2 of the lightest scalar around a supersymmetry breaking
vacuum in generic N=2 gauged supergravity theories for a given gravitino
mass m3/2 and cosmological constant V . We review the known bounds which
apply to theories with restricted matter content from a new perspective. We
then extend these results to theories with both hyper and vector multiplets
and a gauging involving only one generator, for which we show that such a
bound exists for both V > 0 and V < 0. We finally argue that there is no
bound for the same theories with a gauging involving two or more generators.
These results imply that in N=2 supergravity theories metastable de Sitter
vacua with V ≪ m23/2 can only arise if at least two isometries are gauged,
while those with V ≫ m23/2 can also arise when a single isometry is gauged.
1 Introduction
Spontaneous supersymmetry breaking in a vacuum that is at least metastable is
notoriously difficult to achieve in N=2 supersymmetric theories. This is related
to the very constrained structure of these theories, with a non-linear sigma-model
involving target spaces with special geometries and potentials related to the gaug-
ing of some isometries on these manifolds. In the interesting case of theories that
can be consistently coupled to gravity, several general results concerning the scalar
masses in supersymmetry breaking vacua have been obtained, both for rigid and
local supersymmetry. For theories with nH hypermultiplets and no vector multi-
plets, it was proven in [1] that at least one of the scalars must have square mass
m2 ≤ −V − 1
3
m23/2. Similarly, for theories with nV Abelian vector multiplets and no
hypermultiplets, it was shown in [2] (see also [3]) that the lightest scalar must have
square mass m2 ≤ −2V . These bounds apply to theories with local supersymmetry,
with V parametrizing the vacuum energy and m3/2 denoting the gravitino mass,
and imply that de Sitter vacua are necessarily unstable in those theories. They also
have a non-trivial meaning in the rigid limit, in which they reduce to the state-
ment that at least one scalar has m2 ≤ 0, implying that non-supersymmetric vacua
cannot be completely stable [4]. These universal results were derived by looking
at the averaged sGoldstino mass, for which the dependence on the curvature of the
scalar manifold turns out to drop out completely, contrary to what happens for N=1
theories [5–7] (see also [8–11]) or even N=2 to N=1 truncated theories [12].1
The aim of this work is to investigate whether there exists a similar bound on
the mass of the lightest scalar in more general N=2 theories involving nH hyper-
multiplets and nV vector multiplets. Little is known so far about the systematics
of supersymmetry breaking in these theories for general nH and nV . However, the
simplest case where nH = 1 and nV = 1 and a single isometry is gauged has been
studied in full generality in [15] for rigid theories and then in [16] for local theo-
ries. Exploiting the fact that in such a situation it becomes possible to parametrize
the scalar geometries of both sectors in a much more concrete way in terms of
harmonic functions, it was shown that a sharp bound on the mass of the lightest
scalar emerges in this case too. For theories with local supersymmetry, this now
approximately reads m2 <∼ −12V + 14V 2/m23/2 for V > 0 and is given by similar
simple expressions in various ranges of V < 0, and shows that de Sitter vacua can
be metastable for sufficiently large cosmological constant. For theories with rigid
supersymmetry, the corresponding bound is best expressed as m2 ≤ M2, where M
denotes the vector mass, and allows non-supersymmetric vacua to be metastable.
These universal results were derived by reducing the full five-dimensional scalar
mass matrix to a two-dimensional one by suitably averaging over the three physi-
cal scalars in the hyper sector and the two scalars in the vector sector. It is then
1See [13,14] for similar analyses applied to the cases of N=4 and N=8 theories, which are even
more constrained and involve fixed coset spaces with Planckian curvature as scalar manifolds.
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clear that this approach does not quite correspond to just looking at the averaged
sGoldstino mass, but rather exploits to some extent the distinction between the
hyper and vector sectors. It is then natural to wonder whether a similar bound also
persists in theories with generic nH and nV . We will prove that this is indeed the
case if there is only one gauged isometry. However, we will then argue that as soon
as there are two or more gauged isometries, no universal bound is left, or in other
words m2 < +∞. In all our analysis we shall focus for simplicity on theories with
Abelian gaugings. But, it is clear a posteriori that this does not represent a true
limitation in the reach of our conclusion, since non-Abelian gaugings necessarily
involve at least two gauged isometries, with which it is already possible to avoid a
bound with an Abelian gauging.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we briefly review
the general structure of N=2 gauged supergravity theories, focusing on Abelian
gaugings. In section 3 and 4 we then review how the known universal bounds on
the square mass of the lightest scalar arises in theories with only hyper multiplets
and only vector multiplets, emphasizing the crucial features that allow us to get rid
of any dependence on the curvature of the scalar manifold. In section 5 we derive
a new universal bound for theories with both hyper and vector multiplets and a
single gauged isometry. In section 6 we then study the case of theories with both
hyper and vector multiplets and a more general gauging, and argue that as soon as
two or more isometries are gauged there is no way to derive any universal bound
that does not depend on the curvature of the scalar manifold, and that by adjusting
such a curvature at the vacuum point under consideration one can in fact achieve
arbitrarily large masses for all the scalars. Finally, in section 7 we summarize our
main conclusions and their implications.
2 N=2 gauged supergravity
Let us consider a general N=2 gauged supergravity theory with nH hypermulti-
plets and nV vector multiplets, restricting for simplicity to Abelian symmetries
and using Planck units. The 4nH real scalars q
u from the hypermultiplets span
a quaternionic-Ka¨hler manifold with metric guv and three almost complex struc-
tures Jxuv satisfying J
xu
wJ
yw
v = −δxyδuv + ǫxyzJzuv. The nV complex scalars zi
from the vector multiplets span instead a projective special-Ka¨hler manifold with
metric gi¯ and complex structure J
i
j = iδ
i
j . The graviphoton A
0
µ and the nV vec-
tors Aaµ from the vector multiplets, denoted altogether by A
A
µ , have kinetic matrix
γAB = −ImNAB and topological angles θAB = ReNAB in terms of the period matrix
NAB associated with the special-Ka¨hler manifold. One can then use these to gauge
nG ≤ nV + 1 isometries of the quaternionic-Ka¨hler manifold, which are described
by triholomorphic Killing vectors kuA each admitting three Killing prepotentials P
x
A
defined by the relations ∇uP xA = −JxuvkvA and satisfying the equivariance conditions
2
Jxuvk
u
Ak
v
B = −12ǫxyzP yAP zB. The scalar and vector kinetic energy is given by [17–25]:
T = −1
4
γABF
A
µνF
Bµν+
1
4
θABF
A
µνF˜
Bµν− 1
2
guvDµq
uDµqv− gi¯ ∂µzi∂µz¯¯ . (2.1)
In this expression FAµν = ∂µA
A
ν −∂νAAµ , F˜Aµν = 12ǫµνρσFAρσ and Dµqu = ∂µqu+kuAAAµ .
The scalar potential is instead given by
V = 2guvk
u
Ak
v
BL
AL¯B + gi¯fAi f¯
B
¯ P
x
AP
x
B − 3P xAP xBLAL¯B . (2.2)
Here LA denotes a generic covariantly holomorphic symplectic section of the special-
Ka¨hler manifold and fAi = ∇iLA.2 Notice that the two (nV +1)× (nV +1) matrices
gi¯fAi f¯
B
¯ and P
x
AP
x
B are both positive definite. But since the A,B indices run over
nV + 1 values, while the indices i, j run only over nV values and the indices x, y
only over 3 values, the first is always singular with 1 null vector and the second is
singular whenever nV > 3 with nV − 3 null vectors. Finally, let us also recall that
the average gravitino mass is given by
m23/2 = P
x
AP
x
BL
AL¯B . (2.3)
The gauge symmetries are generically all spontaneously broken through the VEVs
of the scalar transformation laws. The latter involve the Killing vectors kuA, and
the order parameters of symmetry breaking are described by the matrix of scalar
products of these vectors, which is recognized to be the vector mass matrix:
M2AB = 2guvk
u
Ak
v
B . (2.4)
Supersymmetry is also generically completely broken through the VEVs of the hy-
perini and gaugini transformation laws. These involve the vectors Nxu = |∇uP xALA|
and W xi = f
A
i P
x
A in the two sectors, respectively, and the order parameter of
supersymmetry breaking is described by the sum of the norms of these two vec-
tors, which is recognized to be the positive definite part of the potential, namely
V + 3m23/2 =
2
3
guvNxuN
x
v + g
i¯W xi W¯
x
¯ .
The quaternionic-Ka¨hler manifold describing the hypermultiplet sector has holon-
omy SU(2)× SP (2nH) and a curvature tensor that can be parametrized by a four-
index tensor Σurvs enjoying some special properties:
Rurvs = −1
2
(
gu[vgrs] + J
x
urJ
x
vs + J
x
u[vJ
x
rs]
)
+ Σurvs . (2.5)
The tensor Σurvs has the same symmetry properties as the Riemann tensor, but
is restricted to take the general form Σurvs = ǫΘΛǫΠΨ UΘθu UΛλr UΠπv UΨψs Σθλπψ, where
UΘθu denotes the vielbein, ǫΘΛ is the antisymmetric symbol of SU(2) and Σθλπψ is
2Note that throughout we shall only consider electric gaugings. We can do this without loss of
generality as we shall not use special coordinates and therefore we are not restricting ourselves to
be in a symplectic frame in which a prepotential exists.
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an arbitrary completely symmetric SP (2nH) tensor. As a result of its very special
form, Σurvs gives a very restricted, specific contribution to the curvature. Firstly, it
does not contribute to the contractions defining the Ricci and the scalar curvature,
which are thus completely fixed and given by
Ruv = −(nH + 2)guv , R = −4nH(nH + 2) . (2.6)
Secondly, it also does not contribute to the completely symmetric part of the Rie-
mannian curvature contracted with the sum of the product of two complex struc-
tures. Indeed, the complex structure can be rewritten as Jxuv = iσ
x
ΘΛcθλ UΘθu UΛλv ,
where cθλ denotes the antisymmetric symbol of SP (2nH), and using the property
σxΘΛσ
x
ΠΨ = −2ǫΘ(ΠǫΛΨ) one finds that the following quantity is completely fixed:
R(urvsJ
xr
pJ
xs
q) = −3g(uvgpq) . (2.7)
The special-Ka¨hler manifold describing the vector multiplet sector has instead
a curvature tensor that can be entirely characterized by a three-index tensor Cijk
enjoying some special properties:
Ri¯pq¯ = gi¯gpq¯ + giq¯gp¯ − Ciprgrs¯C¯¯q¯s¯ . (2.8)
The tensor Cijk must be completely symmetric and covariantly holomorphic, but is
otherwise arbitrary. It also controls the second covariant derivatives of the symplec-
tic section, which read:
∇ifAj = Cijkf¯kA , ∇if¯A¯ = gi¯L¯A . (2.9)
A supersymmetry breaking vacuum is generically associated to a point on the
scalar manifold at which V > −3m23/2 and V ′ = 0, and the mass matrix for scalar
fluctuations is then related to the value of the Hessian matrix V ′′ at such a point.
To explore the existence of possible obstructions to making all the scalars arbitrarily
heavy by adjusting the parameters of the theory, one may choose an arbitrary point
on the scalar manifold with fixed values of V and m23/2 and impose the stationarity
conditions. The latter are then viewed as restrictions on the parameters of the
theory, ensuring that the point under consideration is indeed a good vacuum. One
then computes the scalar mass matrix and checks whether its eigenvalues can be
made arbitrarily large or not whilst obeying the previous constraints. The general
strategy to look for a non-trivial bound is then to study the scalar mass matrix along
the particular directions in field space defined by the shift vectors Nxu = |∇uP xALA|
and W xi = f
A
i P
x
A, which determine the sGoldstino directions and are well defined
under the assumption that supersymmetry is spontaneously broken both in the
hyper and the vector sectors. By suitably averaging over all such directions, one
may finally derive a single universal bound in units of m23/2, which will depend on
the following parameter controlling the cosmological constant V :
ǫ =
V
m23/2
. (2.10)
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Recall, finally, that vacuum metastability requires scalar masses to satisfy m2 > 0
in de Sitter vacua with ǫ ∈ (0,+∞) and m2 > 3
4
ǫm23/2 in anti-de Sitter vacua with
ǫ ∈ (−3, 0).
3 Only hypers
Let us first briefly review the case of theories with nH hypers and no vectors with a
gauging involving just the graviphoton, following [1]. In this case, L0 is a constant.
We can then define ku = ku0 |L0| and P x = P x0 |L0|. In this way, the potential reads:
V = 2kwkw − 3P zP z . (3.1)
The stationarity condition is obtained by computing the first covariant derivative
and setting it to zero. This yields:
4kw∇ukw − 6P z∇uP z = 0 . (3.2)
The unnormalized scalar mass matrix is then defined by the second covariant deriva-
tive evaluated at the stationary point under consideration and reads:
m2uv = −4
(
Rurvsk
rks −∇ukw∇vkw
)− 6(P z∇u∇vP z +∇uP z∇vP z) . (3.3)
The gravitino mass is instead given by:
m23/2 = P
zP z . (3.4)
One may now look at the mass matrix along the special set of vectors Nxu = ∇uP x
defining the sGoldstino directions, or equivalently
nux =
∇uP x√
kwkw
= −Jxuv k
v
√
kwkw
. (3.5)
These are orthonormal with respect to the metric and satisfy guvn
uxnvy = δxy. One
may then consider the following quantity, corresponding to the physical average
sGoldstino mass:
m2bound ≡
1
3
m2uvn
xunxv . (3.6)
This quantity m2bound represents by construction an upper bound on the square
mass of the lightest scalar, and also a lower bound on that of the heaviest. Indeed,
for each fixed x = 1, 2, 3 the quantity m2uvn
xunxv (no sum over x) is a normalized
combination of the eigenvalues of the matrix m2uv yielding its value along the unit
vector nxu, which manifestly provides such type of bounds. The quantity
1
3m
2
uvn
xunxv
(sum over x) then corresponds to the average of the above quantities over x = 1, 2, 3,
and thus also provides such type of bounds.
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To evaluate more concretely the form of m2bound, let us parametrize the potential
V in terms of the gravitino mass m23/2 as
V = (x− 3)m23/2 , (3.7)
with
x =
2kwkw
P zP z
. (3.8)
By using the stationarity condition (3.2) (which is easily shown to imply that
∇ukwnux = 12(δxyJzwu + ǫxyzδwu)P ynuz) and the special property (2.7) for the curva-
ture, we then see that all the dependence on the curvature drops out and m2bound is
found to be given by the following universal value:
m2bound =
1
3
(
8− 3x)m23/2 . (3.9)
We can finally rewrite the above result in terms of the dimensionless parameter ǫ
defined in (2.10), which controls the cosmological constant. One simply has x = 3+ǫ,
and therefore:
m2bound = −13
(
1 + 3ǫ
)
m23/2 . (3.10)
In terms of V and m23/2, this finally means:
m2bound = −V − 13m
2
3/2 . (3.11)
This result shows that within this class of N=2 theories, de Sitter vacua are un-
avoidably unstable for any positive value V > 0 of the cosmological constant,
while anti-de Sitter vacua can be metastable only for sufficiently negative values
V ∈ (−3m23/2,− 421m23/2) of the cosmological constant [1].
4 Only vectors
Let us next briefly review also the case of theories with nV vector multiplets with
constant Fayet-Iliopoulos terms and no hypers, following [3]. In this case, the equiv-
ariance conditions force all the P xA, seen as nV tridimensional vectors, to be parallel.
We can then write P xA = ξAv
x with vxvx = 1, and define L = ξAL
A and fi = ξAf
A
i .
In this way, the potential becomes
V = f¯kfk − 3 |L|2 , (4.1)
and the stationarity condition reads
Ciklf¯
kf¯ l − 2fiL¯ = 0 . (4.2)
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The Hermitian block of the unnormalized scalar mass matrix is then defined by the
second mixed covariant derivatives evaluated at the stationary point under consid-
eration and reads:3
m2i¯ = −2Ri¯pq¯f¯ pf q¯ + 2gi¯
(
f¯kfk − |L|2
)
. (4.3)
The gravitino mass is finally given by
m23/2 = |L|2 . (4.4)
One may now look at the mass matrix along the special vector Wi = fi defining
the sGoldstino direction, or equivalently
wi =
f¯ i√
f¯kfk
. (4.5)
This is normalized with respect to the metric and satisfies gi¯w
iw¯¯ = 1. One may
then consider the following quantity, corresponding to the physical average sGold-
stino mass:
m2bound ≡ m2i¯wiw¯¯ . (4.6)
This quantity m2bound represents by construction an upper bound on the square mass
of the lightest scalar, and also a lower bound on that of the heaviest. To see this,
let us switch to a real notation with I = i, ı¯ and introduce the two unit vectors
wI+ =
1√
2
(wi, w¯¯), wI− =
i√
2
(wi,−w¯¯), so that m2bound = 12m2IJ¯wIswJ¯s with s = ±.
One may then argue exactly as in the previous section. For each fixed s = ±, the
quantity m2
IJ¯
wIsw
J¯
s (no sum over s) is a normalized combination of the eigenvalues
of the matrix m2
IJ¯
yielding its value along the unit vector wIs , which manifestly
provides such type of bounds. The quantity 12m
2
IJ¯
wIsw
J¯
s (sum over s) then gives the
average of these quantities over s = ±, and thus also yields such type of bounds.
To explicitly evaluate the form of m2bound, let us parametrize the potential V in
terms of the gravitino mass m23/2 as
V = (y − 3)m23/2 , (4.7)
with
y =
f¯kfk
|L|2 . (4.8)
By using the stationarity condition (4.2) and the form (2.8) for the curvature, we
then see that once again all the dependence on the curvature drops out and m2bound
is found to be given by the following universal value:
m2bound = 2
(
3− y)m23/2 . (4.9)
3The off-diagonal complex block m2ij will play no role in the following.
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We can again rewrite the above result in terms of the dimensionless parameter ǫ
defined in (2.10), which controls the cosmological constant. One simply has y = 3+ǫ,
and therefore:
m2bound = −2ǫm23/2 . (4.10)
In terms of V and m23/2, this finally means:
m2bound = −2 V . (4.11)
This result shows that within this class of N=2 theories de Sitter vacua are un-
avoidably unstable for any positive value V > 0 of the cosmological constant, while
anti-de Sitter vacua can be metastable for any negative value V ∈ (−3m23/2, 0) of
the cosmological constant [2].
5 Hypers and vectors with one gauging
Let us now study what happens in the more general case of theories with nH hypers
and nV vectors with a gauging involving both the vectors and the graviphoton but
only 1 isometry. It turns out that this case is still simple enough to allow the
derivation of a universal bound generalizing that derived in [16]. In this situation
we have kuA = ξAk
u and P xA = ξAP
x, and we can define L = ξAL
A and fi = ξAf
A
i .
The potential then reads
V = 2kwkw|L|2 +
(
f¯kfk − 3 |L|2
)
P zP z , (5.1)
and the stationarity conditions are given by
4kw∇ukw|L|2 + 2
(
f¯kfk − 3 |L|2
)
P z∇uP z = 0 , (5.2)
Ciklf¯
kf¯ lP zP z + 2
(
kwkw − P zP z
)
fiL¯ = 0 . (5.3)
The relevant blocks of the unnormalized scalar mass matrix are then found to be:
m2uv= − 4
(
Rurvsk
rks −∇ukw∇vkw
)|L|2
+2
(
f¯kfk − 3|L|2
)(
P z∇u∇vP z +∇uP z∇vP z
)
, (5.4)
m2i¯ = −2Ri¯pq¯f¯ pf q¯P zP z + 2fif¯¯ kwkw
+2gi¯|L|2 kwkw + 2gi¯
(
f¯kfk − |L|2
)
P zP z , (5.5)
m2ui = 4k
w∇ukwfiL¯+ 2
(
Ciklf¯
kf¯ l − 2fiL¯
)
P z∇uP z . (5.6)
The gravitino mass is instead given by
m23/2 = P
zP z|L|2 . (5.7)
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One may at this point look at the mass matrix along the special sets of vectors
Nxu = ∇uP x|L| and Wi = fi defining the sGoldstino directions in the hyper and
vector subsectors, corresponding to
nux =
∇uP x√
kwkw
= −Jxuv k
v
√
kwkw
, wi =
f¯ i√
f¯kfk
. (5.8)
These are orthonormal with respect to the metric and satisfy guvn
uxnvy = δxy and
gi¯w
iw¯¯ = 1. Generalizing the approach of [15, 16], one may then consider the fol-
lowing 2×2 matrix, obtained by averaging over the sGoldstino directions separately
in the two sectors:
m2avr ≡
(
m2hh m
2
hv
m2hv m
2
vv
)
, (5.9)
where
m2hh ≡ 13m
2
uvn
uxnvx , m2vv ≡ m2i¯wiw¯¯ , m2hv ≡
√
1
3
m2uin
uxwim2v¯nvxw¯¯ . (5.10)
The two eigenvalues of this averaged matrix are:
m2± =
1
2
(
m2hh +m
2
vv
)±
√
1
4
(
m2hh −m2vv
)2
+m4hv . (5.11)
These quantities m2− and m
2
+ yield by construction an upper bound on the square
mass of the lightest scalar and a lower bound on that of the heaviest, respectively.
This can be proven through some simple linear algebra, by switching to a real
notation and proceeding as follows. One starts by constructing the 5× 5 restriction
of the mass matrix onto the vector space spanned by the 3 unit vectors nux in the
hyper sector and the 2 independent unit vectors wI± associated to the complex w
i
in the vector sector. This involves a 3 × 3 diagonal hyper-hyper block, a 2 × 2
diagonal vector-vector block, and a 3× 2 off-diagonal hyper-vector block. One then
considers the two 5× 5 matrices obtained by subtracting from this restricted mass
matrix the unit matrix multiplied respectively by the smallest and the largest of
its eigenvalues. By construction these two matrices must be respectively positive
and negative definite. One finally shows that this implies that the minimal and
maximal eigenvalues of the restricted mass matrix, and thus also those of the full
mass matrix, must be smaller than the minimal eigenvalue of the 2 × 2 averaged
mass matrix (5.9) and larger than the maximal one, respectively.
To evaluate more concretely the form of m2hh, m
2
vv, m
2
hv, let us parametrize the
potential V in terms of the gravitino mass m23/2 as
V = (x+ y − 3)m23/2 , (5.12)
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with
x =
2kwkw
P zP z
, y =
f¯kfk
|L|2 . (5.13)
We can now simplify the averaged masses by using the stationarity conditions (5.2)
(which implies ∇ukwnux = 12 [13(3− y)δxyJzwu + (1− y)ǫxyzδwu]P ynuz) and (5.3), and
the relations (2.7) and (2.8) for the curvatures. Proceeding as before, we see that
all the dependence on the curvature drops out, as in the previous two cases, and
m2hh, m
2
vv, m
2
hv are found to be given by the following universal values:
m2hh =
1
3
(
y − 1)(3x+ 4y − 8)m23/2 , (5.14)
m2vv =
(
x− 2)(2x+ y − 3)m23/2 , (5.15)
m2hv =
√
2
3
√
xy
(
x+ y − 3)m23/2 . (5.16)
We can now rewrite the above results in terms of the parameter ǫ defined in (2.10),
which controls the cosmological constant, and an angle θ parametrizing the relative
importance of the contributions of the two sectors to supersymmetry breaking:
tan2 θ =
y
x
. (5.17)
One then has x = (3+ ǫ) cos2 θ and y = (3+ ǫ) sin2 θ, and the entries of the averaged
mass matrix can be rewritten in the following form:
m2hh =
[
1
3
(
(3 + ǫ) cos2θ − (2 + ǫ))((3 + ǫ) cos2θ − 4(1 + ǫ))]m23/2 , (5.18)
m2vv =
[(
(3 + ǫ) cos2θ − 2)((3 + ǫ) cos2θ + ǫ)]m23/2 , (5.19)
m2hv =
[√
2
3
ǫ(3 + ǫ) cos θ sin θ
]
m23/2 . (5.20)
These are now recognized to be exactly the same results that were obtained in [16]
for the special case of theories with nH = 1 and nV = 1 based on a single gauge
symmetry. As a consequence, all the results derived in [16] generalize to any theory
with hypers and vectors but a single gauge symmetry. In particular, the main
features of the two eigenvalues m2± were shown to be the following. In the limit
θ → 0, in which the hyper sector dominates supersymmetry breaking, one finds
m2± → maxmin
{− 1
3
(1 + 3ǫ)m23/2, (1 + ǫ)(3 + 2ǫ)m
2
3/2
}
. One of the eigenvalues thus
corresponds to the value of m2bound found for theories with just hypers, while the
other corresponds to the mass of a combination of scalars from the vector sector.
Depending on the situation, either of the two can be the smallest or the largest one.
In the limit θ → π
2
, in which the vector sector dominates supersymmetry breaking,
one finds m2± → maxmin
{−2ǫm23/2, 43(1 + ǫ)(2 + ǫ)m23/2}. Again, depending on the
situation, either of the two can be the smallest or the largest one. Finally, when θ
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has an intermediate value and both sectors contribute comparably to supersymmetry
breaking, one finds a much more complicated result. For any possible value for ǫ,
one may then scan over the possible values of θ and determine the maximal and
minimal values of m2− and m
2
+ taken on they own, namely:
m2up ≡ max
θ
{
m2−
}
, (5.21)
m2low ≡ min
θ
{
m2+
}
. (5.22)
The quantities m2up and m
2
low still represent by construction an upper bound to the
square mass of the lightest scalar and a lower bound to that of the heaviest. Their
precise values as functions of ǫ can only be computed numerically. However, their
behavior is mainly determined by the fact that when changing the value of ǫ in the
range (−3,+∞), the optimal value for θ that extremizes m2± switches among the
three situations in which one, the other or both sectors dominate supersymmetry
breaking. Using this observation, one can then derive the following approximate
analytic expressions for m2up and m
2
low, which are constructed in a such a way that
they reproduce the correct asymptotic behaviors for small and large ǫ and define a
bound that is still valid but no-longer saturable:
m2up ≃


−13
(
1 + 3ǫ
)
m23/2 , ǫ ∈ (−3,−9+
√
21
6
](
1 + ǫ
)(
3 + 2ǫ
)
m23/2 , ǫ ∈ [−9+
√
21
6
,−1]
4
3
(
1 + ǫ
)(
2 + ǫ
)
m23/2 , ǫ ∈ [−1,−12 ]
−2ǫm23/2 , ǫ ∈ [−12 , 0]
−14ǫ
(
2− ǫ)m23/2 , ǫ ∈ [0,+∞)
, (5.23)
m2low≃


(
1 + ǫ
)(
3 + 2ǫ
)
m23/2 , ǫ ∈ (−3,−9+
√
21
6
]
−13
(
1 + 3ǫ
)
m23/2 , ǫ ∈ [−9+
√
21
6
,−9−
√
21
6
](
1 + ǫ
)(
3 + 2ǫ
)
m23/2 , ǫ ∈ [−9−
√
21
6
,−0.71]
−12ǫ
(
1− 0.44ǫ)m23/2 , ǫ ∈ [−0.71, 0]
3
2ǫ
(
1 + 0.70ǫ
)
m23/2 , ǫ ∈ [0,+∞)
. (5.24)
In terms of V and m23/2, this finally means that for V < 0 one has various branches
with simple but different functional behaviors that always stay above the stability
bound 3
4
V , while for V > 0 one has the following approximate behavior:
m2up ≃ − 12V +
1
4
V 2
m23/2
, (5.25)
m2low ≃
3
2
V + 1.05
V 2
m23/2
. (5.26)
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These results, which are depicted in figure 1, show that within this class of N=2
theories de Sitter vacua can be metastable, but only for sufficiently large positive
values V >∼ 2m23/2 (or more precisely V > 2.17m23/2 according to a numerical anal-
ysis) of the cosmological constant, while anti-de Sitter vacua can be metastable for
any negative value V ∈ (−3m23/2, 0) of the cosmological constant.
-2 2 4
-4
-2
2
4
Figure 1: Plot of the exact expressions determined numerically (solid curves) and the
approximate analytical expressions in (5.23) and (5.24) (dotted curves) for the upper
and lower bounds m2up (blue) and m
2
low (red) as functions of ǫ. The two shaded areas
(blue and red regions) delimit the ranges in which the smallest and the largest mass
eigenvalues are allowed to lie. The metastability bound is also shown (solid black lines).
6 Hypers and vectors with several gaugings
Let us finally try to see what happens in the general case of theories with nH hypers
and nV vectors with a gauging involving both the vectors and the graviphoton and a
generic number nG of isometries. In this general situation, there is no way to avoid
the explicit appearance of some indices labeling the gauged isometries. At most,
one may switch from the indices A,B running over the nV + 1 vector fields to new
indices α, β running only over the nG gauged isometries by first rewriting k
u
A = ξ
α
Ak
u
α
and P xA = ξ
α
AP
x
α , and then defining L
α = ξαAL
A and fαi = ξ
α
Af
A
i . The potential then
reads
V = 2kwαkβwL
αL¯β + f¯kαfβk P
z
αP
z
β − 3P zαP zβLαL¯β , (6.1)
and the stationarity conditions are given by
4kwα∇ukβwLαL¯β + 2
(
f¯kαfβk − 3LαL¯β
)
P z(α∇uP zβ) = 0 , (6.2)
Ciklf¯
αkf¯βlP zαP
z
β + 2
(
kwαkβw − P zαP zβ
)
fαi L¯
β = 0 . (6.3)
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The relevant blocks of the unnormalized scalar mass matrix are then found to be
m2uv= − 4
(
Rurvsk
r
αk
s
β −∇ukwα∇vkβw
)
LαL¯β
+2
(
f¯αkfβk − 3LαL¯β
)(
P z(α∇u∇vP zβ) +∇uP z(α∇vP zβ)
)
, (6.4)
m2i¯ = −2Ri¯pq¯f¯αpfβq¯P xαP xβ + 2fαi f¯β¯ kwαkβw
+2gi¯L
αL¯βkwαkβw + 2gi¯
(
f¯αkfβk − LαL¯β
)
P zαP
z
β , (6.5)
m2ui = 4k
w
α∇ukβwfαi L¯β + 2
(
Ciklf¯
αkf¯βl − 2fαi L¯β
)
P z(α∇uP zβ) . (6.6)
The gravitino mass is finally given by
m23/2 = P
z
αP
z
βL
αL¯β . (6.7)
One may now try to look at the mass matrix along some special sets of vectors
defining the sGoldstino directions in the hyper and vector sectors. The natural
candidates for these are given by the vectors Nxu = |∇uP xαLα| and W xi = fαi P xα
controlling the shifts of the hyperini and the gaugini under supersymmetry trans-
formations. The 3 vectors Nux are orthogonal and satisfy guvN
uxNvy = c−2δxy with
c = |kwαkβwLαL¯β|−1/2. One may then simply rescale the Nux to define 3 orthonor-
mal vectors nux = cNux. The 3 vectors W ix are not orthogonal and instead satisfy
gi¯W¯
ixW ¯y = dxy with dxy = P xαP
y
β (f¯
αkfβk ). Moreover, one finds that the 3 × 3
matrix dxy has rank r = 3 only if nG ≥ 3 and nV ≥ 3. This matrix has rank 2
when nG = 2 and nV ≥ 2, or nG = 3 and nV = 2, and rank 1 when nG = 1 and
nV ≥ 1 (which includes the case studied in the previous section), or nG = 2 and
nV = 1. One may then take suitable linear combinations of the W¯
ix to define r
independent orthonormal vectors wix
′
= cx
′
x W¯
ix, with x′ = 1, .., r and cx
′
x such that
cx
′
x c¯
y′
y d
xy = δx
′y′ . Summarizing, we may thus consider the following two sets of 3 and
r vectors in the two sectors:
nux = c |∇uP xαLα| = −c Jxuv|kvαLα| , wix
′
= cx
′
x f¯
αiP xα . (6.8)
These now satisfy guvn
uxnvy = δxy and gi¯w
ix′w¯¯y
′
= δx
′y′. We may then try to
proceed as in the previous section and define a 2× 2 matrix by averaging over these
two special sets of directions within each of the two sectors, with entries given by:
m2hh ≡
1
3
m2uvn
uxnvx , m2vv ≡
1
r
m2i¯w
ix′w¯¯x
′
, (6.9)
m2hv ≡
√
1
3r
m2uin
uxwix′m2v¯nvxw¯¯x
′ . (6.10)
However, it turns out that this no longer allows us to eliminate all the dependence
on the curvature, and therefore no universal bound emerges in this general case. To
see how this comes about, let us focus on the terms in the mass matrix that may a
priori depend on Σurvs or Cijk, and check whether they still disappear in the same
way as before.
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In the hyper-hyper block of the averaged scalar mass matrix, one finds that the
term involving Rusvr gives the following contribution:
m2uvn
uxnvx ⊃ −4c2RurvsJxupJxvqkrαksβkpγkqδLαL¯βLγL¯δ . (6.11)
We now see that the Σurvs part of Rurvs also contributes to this contraction, be-
cause this now involves the full contraction RurvsJ
xu
pJ
xv
q while only the completely
symmetric part of it R(urvsJ
xu
pJ
xv
q) is fixed by the sum rule (2.7). The Σurvs de-
pendence thus disappears only when nG = 1, or whenever all of the nG sections L
α
accidentally have the same phase.
In the vector-vector block of the averaged scalar mass matrix, one finds that the
term involving Ri¯pq¯ gives the following contribution:
m2i¯w
ix′w¯¯x
′ ⊃ −2cx′xcx
′
yRi¯pq¯f¯
αifβ¯f¯ γpf δq¯P xαP
y
βP
z
γP
z
δ . (6.12)
We now see that the −Ciprgrs¯C¯¯q¯s¯ part of Ri¯pq¯ also contributes to this contrac-
tion, because the x, y, z indices are contracted in a way that no longer allows
for any simplification of the result by making use of the stationarity condition
(6.3), which fixes the value of Ciklf¯
αkf¯βlP zαP
z
β and thus of the different contraction
Ri¯pq¯f¯
αifβ¯f¯ γpf δq¯P xαP
y
βP
x
γ P
y
δ . Therefore the Cijk dependence can only be eliminated
through the stationarity condition when nV = 1 and nG = 1, 2, or whenever all of
the nG triplets of Killing prepotentials P
x
α are accidentally parallel.
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In the hyper-vector block of the averaged scalar mass matrix, finally, one finds that
the term involving Cijk gives the following contribution, after using the equivariance
conditions:
m2uin
uxwix
′⊃ccx′yCiklf¯ iαf¯βkf¯ γl(2P xβP yαkwγ kδw−P xγ P yαP zβP zδ +P xδ P yαP zβP zγ )Lδ .(6.13)
We see here too that the Cijk dependence cannot be eliminated from the contraction,
because the stationarity condition only fixes the value of Ciklf¯
αkf¯βlP zαP
z
β . The Cijk
dependence can again only be eliminated through the stationarity condition when
nV = 1 and nG = 1, 2, or whenever all of the nG triplets of Killing prepotentials P
x
α
are accidentally parallel.
We conclude that whenever nV ≥ 2 and nG ≥ 2, and no accidental simplification
occurs, there is no way of getting rid of both of the Σurvs and Cijk tensors controlling
the curvature of the scalar manifold by averaging over the sGoldstino directions in
the two sectors. This implies that no simple universal bound on scalar masses
can be derived and strongly suggests that the smallest eigenvalue of the scalar mass
matrix can be freely adjusted by tuning the values of the curvature at the stationary
point under consideration. To see that this is indeed the case, we can consider
4A similar situation also arises in N = 4 supergravity with vector multiplets, where it has
been found in [13] that the sGoldstino directions pick out a different set of embedding tensor
components to those appearing in the stationarity conditions, implying the loss of simplification
of the sGoldstino mass matrix.
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tuning the values of Σurvs and Cijk, compatibly with the constraints imposed by
the stationarity conditions, and then check that all the mass eigenvalues can indeed
be made arbitrarily large relative to the gravitino mass. In this respect, we first
notice that the values of the independent components of Σurvs are left completely
unconstrained by the stationarity conditions in the hyper sector, while the values of
the independent components of Cijk are only partly constrained by the stationarity
conditions in the vector sector unless additional peculiarities arise. As a result,
by taking the values of Σurvs and the unfixed values of Cijk to be large, one may
achieve values of O(Σm23/2) for all the entries of m2uv and values of O(|C|2m23/2)
for all the entries of m2i¯, while the entries of m
2
ui will only be of O(Cm23/2). After
diagonalization, one then finds 4nH− nV square mass eigenvalues of O(Σm23/2) and
nV square mass eigenvalues of O(|C|2m23/2), since the level repulsion effect induced
by the off-diagonal block gives only negligible corrections (of O(m23/2) on the former
and of O(|C|2Σ−1m23/2) on the latter), and all of them are then large with respect
to m23/2.
We have performed various checks to verify that there is no general obstruction
against achieving the situation described above, where arbitrary values for the scalar
masses can be found by adjusting the curvatures of the quaternionic-Ka¨hler and
special-Ka¨hler manifolds. It would be very interesting to construct an explicit family
of examples where this can be realized concretely. For instance, one could consider
the model with one hyper and two gauged isometries which can be described in
general by the Calderbank-Pedersen space [26]. Unfortunately, even for this simple
case it turns out to be algebraically complex to proceed along the same lines as [16].
Finally, we can also consider the special case with one graviphoton and one vector
gauging two isometries (i.e. nG = 2 and nV = 1). In this case it is possible to remove
the Cijk tensor but not the Σurvs tensor from the scalar mass matrices. This implies
that the entries of m2i¯ are fixed, whereas one can still achieve values of O(Σm23/2)
for the entries of m2uv. One can then see that Σurvs can be tuned to make 4nH− nV
eigenvalues large, while the smallest of the remaining nV eigenvalues is bounded by
m2vv. However, it remains unclear whether or not the value of m
2
vv can be made
arbitrarily large by adjusting parameters, i.e. whether or not a bound emerges in
this case.
7 Conclusions
In this work, we have studied the question of whether a universal bound exists on the
scalar masses in a supersymmetry breaking vacuum of a generic N = 2 supergravity
theory involving both hyper and vector multiplets. We have shown that such a
universal bound indeed exists for any theory where at most one isometry is gauged,
and depends only on the gravitino massm3/2 and the cosmological constant V at the
vacuum. This result generalizes various previous analyses that were carried out for
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simpler restricted classes of situations involving a minimal type and/or a minimal
number of multiplets [1,2,16], and implies that in these theories metastable de Sitter
vacua can exist for V ≫ m23/2, but not for V ≪ m23/2. We then argued that such a
universal bound does not exist for theories where two or more isometries are gauged,
and that in those theories any desired values for the lightest scalar square mass can,
in principle, be obtained by suitably adjusting the curvature of the scalar manifold
at the vacuum point through the parameters of the model. This implies that in such
more general theories metastable de Sitter vacua can exist not only for V ≫ m23/2,
but also for V ≪ m23/2.
We believe that the result presented in this paper represents a useful guideline
towards the search for metastable de Sitter vacua or slow-roll inflationary trajectories
in supergravity theories emerging from string models, which often have at least some
of the characteristics of theories with extended supersymmetry, even if they display
only minimal supersymmetry.
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